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“Life is a series of customer 
service experiences”
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“The customer has more 
power and choices than ever”
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Define Customer Service

We all can define bad Customer Service, but can 
we define good Customer Service?

What does it look or feel like?
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● Rude

● Indifferent

● Exceptional
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● Make a great first impression

◦ Perfecting the first impression is crucial to any business given today's 
competitive environment

◦ +1 behavior

◦ Stay fully committed [to] making sure that customers receive a 
memorable, impactful and enjoyable kick-off phase with your organization
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● Right out of the gate 

◦ A customer needs to understand your commitment to their needs 

◦ Your level of competence 

◦ And your ability to deliver what they're looking for.
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● Meet/exceed expectations

● Be competent

● Do it fast!  Do it NOW!
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• Be proactive

◦ Too often, customer service is reactive; that is, do you communicate with 
customers only when they reach out with comments or complaints. 

◦ By the time the customer contacts the company, it's usually because of a 
negative experience. 
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• Be proactive

◦ When your customer service operates proactively with the customer 
experience, your solutions are able to anticipate customer needs before 
they occur and you'll have a more satisfied customer.

◦ Don’t Just Meet Customer Expectations–Exceed Them.
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● Internal:

– Employees

– President

– Executives

– Board Members 

● External:

– Clients/Customers 

– Parents 

– Vendors

– Others ??
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● Treat customers as individuals, not demographics

◦ Customers see themselves as distinct individuals, and expect you to see 
them this way as well. 

◦ Customer service tactics should be as dynamic and agile as the customers 
you serve. 

‒ This means utilizing solutions that allow you to move past segmentation and to embrace 
personalization.
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● Treat customers as individuals, not demographics

◦ Maximize engagement continuously and in real time, according to the 
customers' regularly changing needs. 

‒ Radio silence for any industry should be avoided, open lines of communication should 
exist and remain open. 

‒ Relationships matter.

‒ Don’t allow anyone to create your story.
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●Previous customer service experiences

●Previous organizational experiences

●Reputation

●Other’s services
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● Offer a seamless experience

◦ We expect a lot more from the brands and companies we interact with. 

◦ Taking a "360-degree view" of each customer is the best strategy for 
connecting that person's multi-channel experience with your organization. 

◦ Understand [customers] beyond the four walls of the office, beyond the 
interactions with an associate or on a digital channel.
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● They didn’t get what was promised

● Someone in your organization was rude to them

● They perceived an attitude of indifference – or worse, an 
“attitude”

● No one LISTENED
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How to Turn 
Customer Service 
into Your Secret 

Weapon
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● Be Accessible 

◦ Your customers must be able to contact you, or someone in your company 
who represents you, should they require service or have a question to ask.

● Listen to What Your Customers Have To Say

◦ Customers are just ordinary people, and they want to be heard: sometimes 
all that’s required is that you listen to what they have to say.
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● Take responsibility and ownership 

◦ Don’t jump in and start defending yourself, your company, or your product 
– just listen.

◦ Who knows, they could have a valid point! Always look for ways to help 
your customers. 
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● Pay attention to the details

◦ Most customer needs are emotional rather than logical.

● Remember - it’s their time and their money!

◦ Never forget that the customer makes your job possible.

◦ Focus on what has occurred and see how you can best resolve the 
situation.
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● Anticipate what’s next

◦ Always look for ways to help your customers.

◦ To enjoy long-term success you must cultivate long-term relationships.

● Don’t overpower your customers

◦ Take time to explain how your systems work and how they simplify transactions. 

◦ Be careful that your systems don't reduce the human element of your 
organization.
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Implement a Customer 
Service Culture

Of course it depends on the type of business 
you’re working in, but generally there will be 
many different people in different areas of 

your business interacting with your customers. 
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Word and Deed Are the True Teachers 
of Excellent Customer Service

• It’s called ‘modeling’ in education.

• In management consulting it’s known as ‘monkey see, 
monkey do’. 

• It doesn’t matter what you call it, grow your corporate culture 
by staff members mirroring the actions and behavior of their 
managers.
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● Friendly

● Intelligent

● Informed

● Responsive

● Resourceful

● Supportive
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●Negative/breaking points

◦ “on hold” forever

◦ forgotten promises

◦ no follow-through

◦ long lines
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●Positive/winning points

◦ attention to details

◦ caring and friendliness

◦ ownership of problems

◦ quick solutions
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●Negative impressions

◦ “processed,” not satisfied

◦ cold and impersonal

◦ no emotional connection
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●Positive impressions

◦ served and valued

◦warm and human

◦empathetic and emotionally connected
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Attitude:

Your state of mind or disposition toward 

some matter
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• If you create a good attitude, it can be passed along to 
your customers!

‒ upbeat

‒ warm

‒ considerate

‒ positive
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●Easily transmittable

●Highly contagious! – Infectious!!
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●Allow self talk

●Get a calming object

●Use your breaks effectively

●Focus on the successes of the day

●Develop a buddy system

●Take care of yourself

●Maintain your sense of humor
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Let’s Expand on 
Some Basic Customer

Service Skills
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● Words

● Tone

● Body Language

These must match in order to be effective!

“Your actions are so loud I can’t hear what you are saying” - unknown
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Jargon

Words and phrases that are unique to your 
organization
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●Telephone

●Voice Mail

●E-mail
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1. Stay calm yourself

2. Let the customer vent

3. Deal with emotions first

4. Avoid emotional “trigger phrases”

5. Delay action or consult  second opinion

When the customer has calmed, move to Problem Solving.
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● Focus on the customer

● Involve the customer in the solution

● Find the best available option

● Commit to the customer’s satisfaction

● Anticipate problems or misunderstandings

● Keep the customer informed
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• Apologize sincerely

• - It's easy and customers like it

• Take responsibility for fixing the problem. 

• Solve the problem quickly. 

• Deal with problems immediately and let customers know what you have done.
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Involve the customer

- Make it simple for customers to complain. Value their complaints.

Do something extra – follow up

- Even if customers are having a bad day, go out of your way to make them 
feel comfortable.
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●Inform the customer as early in the process as possible

●Inform the customer over the phone or in person, not by 
letter

●Get to the point quickly
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●Treat the customer fairly 

●Apologize sincerely

●Ask for a chance in the future

●Do not let it affect your interaction with the next 
customer
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Your organization’s reputation is only as 
good as the opinion of your least satisfied

“customer” !!


